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Do More Faster: TechStars Lessons to Accelerate Your StartupJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Practical advice from some of today's top early stage investors and entrepreneurs


	TechStars is a mentorship-driven startup accelerator with operations in three U.S. cities. Once a year in each city, it funds about ten Internet startups with a small amount of capital and surrounds them with around fifty top Internet...
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HBase in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	
		I got my start with HBase in the fall of 2008. It was a young project then, released only in the preceding year. As early releases go, it was quite capable, although not without its fair share of embarrassing warts. Not bad for an Apache subproject with fewer than 10 active committers to its name! That was the height of the NoSQL...
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Optimizing Windows 7 Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for optimizing the performance of your Windows 7-based PC. Zero in on core tuning, customization, and troubleshooting tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. Topics include system boot and startup, software and hardware, search and indexing, system...
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Bootstrap Site Blueprints Volume IIPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Build Bootstrap projects quickly and easily with Harp.js, Node, and Less
	
		Learn how to extend Bootstrap with the use of open source JavaScript and icon web font libraries
	
		Get acquainted with building complex social networking, wiki, and dashboard projects with Bootstrap

...
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MongoDB in Action: Covers MongoDB version 3.0Manning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		MongoDB in Action, Second Edition is a completely revised and updated version. It introduces MongoDB 3.0 and the document-oriented database model. This perfectly paced book gives you both the big picture you'll need as a developer and enough low-level detail to satisfy system engineers.
...
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Designing Network Security (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2004
Master the design of secure networks with the updated edition of this best-selling security guide

* Gain a comprehensive view of network security issues and concepts, then master specific implementations based on your network needs
* Learn how to use new and legacy Cisco Systems equipment to secure your networks
* Understand how...
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Laptops For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006

	Chances are, you wanted a laptop because it’s compact, portable, and gets the job done. You’ll want this book for the same reasons. Small enough to fit into your laptop case, it gives you what you need to make the most of your laptop—even if it’s your first computer. After an introduction that familiarizes you with the...
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Insider Power Techniques for Microsoft Windows XPMicrosoft Press, 2003
Accept no limits! Tweak Windows XP for ultimate performance with the  undocumented secrets and hidden gems of the experts who work with the technology  every day. Three Microsoft Consulting Services (MCS) professionals have teamed  with well-known Windows book author Paul McFedries to reveal their best  from-the-field-techniques, practices,...
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Windows Internals, Part 2: Covering Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Windows Internals, Sixth Edition is intended for advanced computer professionals
	
		(both developers and system administrators) who want to understand how the
	
		core components of the Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 operating
	
		systems work internally. With this knowledge, developers can better comprehend...
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JMX in ActionManning Publications, 2002
Covering the Java Management Extensions specification, this guide teaches programmers how JMX can provide robust management and monitoring capabilities for Java and non-Java resources including hardware. Going beyond covering the API, real-life examples and useful code are demonstrated in detail. In addition to describing the JMX...
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The Definitive Guide to Berkeley DB XMLApress, 2006
The Definitive Guide to Berkeley DB XML covers Sleepycat's Berkeley  DB XML, an open source embedded XML database. Berkeley DB XML runs on  all major operating systems and has support for the most popular  programming languages. The book includes tutorials and complete  language references for C++, Java, Perl, Python, and PHP.
Berkeley...
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Work Naked: Eight Essential Principles for Peak Performance in the Virtual WorkplaceJossey-Bass, 2001
"Enlightening, enjoyable, and extremely practical, Work Naked offers real clarity about what is wrong with the way most companies work, plus exact directions on how to fix each and every office foolishness. Do what Froggatt says and watch your employee productivity rise."  --Scott Shuster, Business Week   "High-tech tools (cell...
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